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Definitions
Project
The project consists of the participant’s work, arrival and welcome, accommodation, meals, and
24/7 emergency contact.
Participant

A participant or volunteer is generally considered as someone who takes part in an altruistic
activity and is intended to promote goodness or improve human quality of life.

Partner Organization /
Third Party Organization A local non-profit organization or establishment where the participant does participants work, in
Costa Rica, which is responsible for his/her participant’s project.
The local non-profit organization is NOT Green Life Volunteers. It’s a different non-profit
organization that offers the volunteer project. Hence, the volunteer will be in the hands and
under the supervision of the third-party organization or partner organization during their
volunteer placement.
Green Life Volunteer’s Third Party Projects are:
Turtle Conservation
Serpentarium
Hostels
Large Parrot Breeding/Rescue

Placement

General term for a volunteer project, e.g. ‘ turtle conservation.

Project Start Date

The day the participant project starts

Project End Date

The day the participant project ends

Arrival date and time

The day and time the participant arrives at the airport
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Organizational Fee
The first week of our projects have a higher fee since we have certain organizational and
administrational costs to book the participants program and organize the project for the
participant. The organizational fee is set to 300 US. The organizational fee is different from the
first week’s fee, which starts from $449 and includes the host family/ accommodation of the
volunteer.

First Week’s Fee

The first week’s fee is the higher project fee we charge for your first week of the project.
This fee is higher than the additional week’s fee since it includes our organizational and
administrative costs. View “organizational fees” for more details.

Project Confirmation
Document

The official document t h a t c o n f i r m s t h e participants volunteer project.

Project Fee

The costs of the participant’s project in total for their entire length of stay.

Host family/ Home
Stay

The family whose home the participant will stay in during his/her project.

Completion of
Booking

Project / Country
Handbook

That means we have received all the required documents from the participant and the participant’s
booking is complete.

Each project has their own handbook, which gives you more info on the type of work, things to
bring etc. The document also contains some info on Costa Rica.
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Local Partners an d Projects
Green Life Volunteers is locally run and managed in the following ways:
Green Life Volunteers creates and offers their own projects, founded and run by GLV owner and founder Janina
Schan. The projects that are run by GLV are currently: Dog and Cat Rescue, Environmental Education (in
collaboration with other NGOs) and the Solar Power Project – A Hands On Workshop.
Some of Green Life Volunteers’ projects are run by local “partner” organizations in Costa Rica. Usually
these organizations are Costa Rican run and managed, and non-profit. These organizations are in need of participants
but they often do not have the time or resources to find participants themselves. Thus, Green Life Volunteers helps
these organizations by providing them with participants. Green Life Volunteers receives a small commission for the
organization of the participant’s project, for picking the participant up from the airport, and for giving the participant an
orientation. The commission is evenly spread between all employees and is a salary for their efforts. Most of the
participant’s project fees go directly into the project, the participant’s host family, the participant’s meals and the
participant’s transportation costs.
The local partner organizations have their own participants, project staff, and coordinators (usually Costa
Ricans or long-term expats who have lived in Costa Rica many years) who will be the participant’s direct contact at the
project site. They will work with the participant or supervise the participant’s work. Hence, the local partner
organization’s staff are NOT staff of Green Life Volunteers. Therefore we don’t have direct control over the project’s
staff. Green Life Volunteers works with them as partners, and provide them with the man- power they need. However,
we select our partner organizations very carefully, and we only use organizations that have been established and
worked with international participants for a long time. The local coordinator and staff will be the participant’s first point
of contact in case any issues may arise. Should the participant have any trouble with the local project staff - please
contact Green Life Volunteers’ staff immediately! We will work for the participant to solve any problems the participant
may have.
Green Life Volunteers managers and coordinators live and work in Costa Rica.
They help the participant to find a right project, contact the partner organization, book the participant’s project, pick the
participant up from the airport, give the participant an orientation and are available as an emergency contact by phone
24 hours a day 7 days a week. They have worked in the volunteer and tourism industry for many years and know
everything the participant may want to know about Costa Rica and traveling. So don’t hesitate to ask us any questions
the participant may have!

The Participant’s Obligations
By participating in a Green Life Volunteers Program the participant accepts that he / she will be subjected to various
physical and emotional demands. Participants are aware and accept that the standard of living, including food, hygiene
and accommodation in the relevant country may be below the general standards of their own country.
The participant is responsible for his/her own travel arrangements, visa arrangements expenses and insurance during
the Program. The participant is obliged to secure travel and medical insurance to protect the participant against losses
caused by travel arrangement cancellation, loss or damage of baggage, non-refundable airfare and/or emergency
medical expenses. The policy must cover the entire duration of their trip and include manual, conservation and
participants’ work where applicable. In the event that the participant is unable to provide documentary evidence of a
valid insurance, their booking may be cancelled at the sole discretion of Green Life Volunteers without any refund.
The participant must submit any required documents (including, but not limited to: flight arrival and departure details.
insurance information, passport details, next of kin or emergency contact details and medical forms), at least 4 weeks
prior to departure. Failure to do so may result in program cancellation at the sole discretion of Green Life Volunteers
without any refund.
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In the event that Green Life Volunteers advances any money to or on behalf of the participant, the participant shall
reimburse such money to Green Life Volunteers immediately upon beginning the project.
The participant represents and warrants that all information and records provided to Green Life Volunteers relating to
the participant, the participants’ medical history and the participant’s medical statement are accurate and truthful and
provide Green Life Volunteers with a clear indication of the participant’ state of health.
The participant understands that he/she is under a duty to inform Green Life Volunteers at the time of the application of
any medication requirements, any allergies and any other physical or mental condition or limitation that might disable
or render the participant unable to perform or safely complete the Program.
The participant is the best judge of his/her own condition and limitations, and the participant acknowledges that it is
incumbent on him/her to fully disclose the extent of any conditions or limitations.
The participant represents, warrants and affirms that he/she has discussed this Program, its remote location, potential
risks and physical and mental demands with his/her personal physician, and that the participant is physically and
emotionally fit and able to undertake this Program.
The participant agrees to notify Green Life Volunteers of any physical and medical condition at the time of the
application and also of any changes in his/her physical and medical condition occurring after the participant’s signing
of this Agreement. Failure to do so, and/or failure to disclose complete and truthful information could result in the
cancellation or expulsion from a program without reimbursement.
Green Life Volunteers reserves the right to require documentation from a doctor or specialist verifying that the
participant is fit and able to undertake this program and Green Life Volunteers reserves the right to reject a booking on
the grounds of the doctor’s comments.
Green Life Volunteers shall not in any event be held liable for any consequence arising out of the participant’s failure
to take advice or medication as prescribed by a medical practitioner both prior to departure and during the Program.
Green Life Volunteers reserves the right to reject applicants who require special medical care following due
consideration.
The participant acknowledges and agrees that Green Life Volunteers reserves the right to accept or reject any person as
a participant at any time, or to require a participant to withdraw from a Program at any time if it is determined in a
Program Leaders sole discretion that it is the best interest of the participant’s health and safety, and/or in the best
interest of the Program in general.
The participant agrees to take personal responsibility for insuring the participant’s own personal effects and Green Life
Volunteers cannot be held liable for any loss or damage of personal effects
The participant is responsible for ensuring that he / she has a valid passport, any necessary visa, permits and
vaccinations and has obtained and supplied all relevant valid documentation for the Program in terms of travel
documents and medical documents.
Green Life Volunteers cannot be held responsible for a country’s decision to refuse entry, exit or the right of passage
(national and local laws governing immigration). All participants must ensure that they contact the relevant Embassy to
acquire the relevant Visa or Tourist Permit prior to commencing the Program. Green Life Volunteers cannot be held
responsible for any country’s decision to refuse a work permit, provisional teacher’s license, visa, visa extension or
otherwise.
The participant shall comply with all relevant laws, regulations and customs of the countries visited during the
Program. In the event of a contravention of these laws, the Program Leader or Green Life Volunteers shall have the
right to require the participant to leave the Program and no liability on the part of Green Life Volunteers shall arise
whatsoever.
The participant will at all times respect and follow local laws and culture of the host country and behave in a
responsible and courteous manner. Each participant has a duty of care to each other, to local people, to host country
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nationals participating in the Programs and to Green Life Volunteers. The participants shall follow the reasonable
instructions of the Program Leaders during the Program.
As representatives of Green Life Volunteers within the host country, the participant must respect Green Life
Volunteers aims and objectives and not willfully or recklessly seek to damage relations between Green Life
Volunteers, the Program and/or the host country. The participant must not misrepresent Green Life Volunteers in any
way which would seek to undermine or damage relations between Green Life Volunteers and the host country.
The participant shall at all times respect and follow the health and safety procedures as set out by Green Life
Volunteers, the Program leaders and/or the representative in the host country.
The participant acknowledges and agrees that Green Life Volunteers reserves the right to contact their Next Of Kin
should staff deem it necessary.
The participant acknowledges and agrees that Green Life Volunteers reserves the right to any photos and videos
provided to them or taken by Green Life Volunteers Staff, during or after the program, for promotional purposes.

Our Responsibility for the participant’s Project
Green Life Volunteers’ staff will use all reasonable skill and care in arranging the participant’s project. The third party
organizations that provide the participant with work are totally independent of Green Life Volunteers. Although Green
Life Volunteers’ staff will have visited and approved of the local project, we have no direct control over the individual
organizations and their staff.
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What is the participant paying for?
The Program Fee the participant pays us is used to provide the participant with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The volunteer Project
Accommodation with a Host Family
Food (depending on the project 2 - 3 meals a day)
A local coordination team to oversee the participant’s Program
An orientation on arrival in country
The services of our Local Partner Organization
24-hour emergency phone support while the participant is doing his/her Program

The GLV fee is not paying for/ not including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airfare
First night’s accommodation at the hostel in San Jose
Last night’s accommodation at the hostel in San Jose
Food on the first and last day (outside of the project)
Visa costs
Travel insurance costs
Transportation costs from the airport and to the airport (usually around $30 one way)
Transportation costs to the project (cheap local buses which are around 5 – 20$ maximum)

Reservation & Bo oking
Subject to any special terms agreed, the participant must pay Green Life Volunteer’s standard charge as explained in
the Program “Costs and Dates” section as published on Green life volunteers’ websites. Please note that costs shown
within any printed material are subject to change and as such all final payments shall be displayed on Green Life
Volunteer’s website. The published prices on Green Life Volunteer’s website are valid for 30 days only and
participants are advised to check the site regularly for the most recent prices and up to date information. Once a
Participant has confirmed their booking and paid the deposit, they shall pay the remaining sum, which was the
published price as at the time of booking.
First Week’s Deposit: To reserve t h e p a r t i c i p a n t ’ s space on h i s / h e r preferred project we ask the
participant to complete a short application form online (www.glvolunteers.com/apply/), send us a recent photograph,
and also to submit the amount for the first week of the participant’s project (for example $449 for the Teaching
Children project, and $599 for the turtle conservation project).We take this deposit from the participant as a sign of
the his/her commitment to reserve a place on the project, and allow ourselves time to prepare the participant’s arrival.
The additional weeks can be paid via paypal or direct deposit later on, or paid directly in country to the coordinator or
project.
Preliminary Reservation: When we receive the confirmation of the participant’s deposit payment we immediately
contact our local partner organization to confirm the participant’s reserved spot on the project. We reserve the right
to cancel his/her reservation if the participant does not provide us with the reservation deposit. We also reserve the
right to cancel or change the participant’s reservation due to any unforeseen circumstances that make it impossible for
the participant to work on the project. Should we cancel the participant’s reservation we will return the participant’s
deposit minus the transaction fees.
Payment Methods: We use delayed clearance payment methods Pay Pal and direct bank transfer. When we receive
an e-payment it usually takes 5-8 working days until it clears in our PayPal account. We will acknowledge receipt of epayment received by email, but we will not start to process the participant’s program until the payment has cleared in
our PayPal account. Once we receive cleared funds we will notify the participant and continue processing his/her
application.
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Our direct payment options are direct deposits into our Canadian, German, or Costa Rican Bank Accounts. If you
wish to do this, we can send you the bank info during sign up.
The details for transactions are send to you in your invoice that we’ll attach to your Project Confirmation
Document.
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Bo oking Procedures
Once we receive the participant’s completed online application form, a recent photograph, and the participant’s deposit
payment (amount for the first week of the participant’s volunteer project), we will combine this information to produce
a Volunteer Profile and a Project Confirmation Document.
We will then send the participant’s Profile to our local partner organization, so that they can confirm the participant’s
accommodation and project placement. It may take up to 14 days for us to finalize and complete the participant’s
booking.
Once we have finalized the booking of the participant’s Program we will send the participant a Completion of the
Reservation email.
We will also attach the following important documents to the email:
Project Confirmation Document: This is the definitive document for the participant’s Program. The Confirmation of
Placement document will include information about the participant’s project, arrival and welcome info, and the “next
steps” for the participant to prepare for his/her stay in Costa Rica. The participant should only purchase flights and
book travel arrangements after t h e p a r t i c i p a n t has received the final document - the Confirmation of Placement. If
the participant makes travel arrangements before the participant receives his/her Confirmation of Placement document,
which the participant may have to change, we will not be held responsible.
An Invoice: The participant will receive an invoice within his/her Volunteer Project Confirmation, which will include the entire
costs of the volunteer project. We will also send a Pay Pal invoice if the preferred payment method is Pay Pal, or include Bank
Information for a direct deposit.
Payment: The payment the participant will have to make before h i s / h e r arrival in Costa Rica is a deposit payment
(the first week of a volunteer project). The participant can pay the whole amount of his/her project in full before
arrival in Costa Rica, or choose to pay the weekly fee to the local coordinator after arrival.
Please note that the prices quoted on the Website are subject to change and it is the responsibility of the participant to be
aware of these changes; however, the fees charged will be in accordance with fees quoted on the Website at the time
we send the participant a confirmation that the reservation deposit was received.
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Application & Enrollment Documentation
These are the documents we will send to the participant:
Project Confirmation Document: This can take up to 14 Days from initial reservation if we have all the required
documents together (Application form and portrait style photograph). If we have all the info right away, we can process
reservations much faster than 14 days.
A Project Handbook: Available from our website.
We need from the participant after enrollment:
•
•
•

Flight Information (arrival and departure dates, flight number, flight arrival time, departure airport)
Passport Number
Travel Insurance Number

Cancellation of a Project
Cancellation of the project by the participant is possible before beginning their volunteer project. If the participants
cancels their project for any reason after making the first week’s deposit payment to us, and after receiving their Project
Confirmation Document, we will refund the amount the participant paid, minus an organizational fee of $US 300. Green
Life Volunteers has administrative and organizational costs for confirming and booking a Volunteer’s project and
therefore the organizational fee is non-refundable after this stage of the booking process (after the participant made
his/her payment).
We and our local partner organizations reserve the right to cancel any project. If Green Life Volunteers cancels the
participants’ reservation we will return t h e f e e payment the participant made minus a transaction fee of $60.
In the event that the participant is reserved onto his/her chosen project and have received his/her Project Confirmation
Document, and for some unforeseen circumstances our third-party organization or project cannot receive participants.
Green Life Volunteers will make every effort to find a suitable alternative project for the participant. If no suitable
alternative can be found or the alternative is rejected by the participant, Green Life Volunteers will refund any fee paid
(minus a transaction fee of $60).
Once the participant has started h i s / h e r project, Green Life Volunteers reserves the right to change the participant’s
project to a suitable alternative if it becomes apparent that t h e p a r t i c i p a n t does not have the required skills
needed for the project (for example a required level of language or ability that the participant had previously stated the
participant possessed). In all cases we will try to find an alternative project with the participant’s consent. If the participant
decide not to attend the chosen alternative we will view this decision as a refusal by
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the participant to attend the project, and we will need to cancel the project. In the event of any of the above
circumstances, and if we cancel the participant’s project, there will be no refund and we will not be held responsible for
any additional expenses including flights, visa, accommodation, transportation, or vaccination costs.
If the participant falls ill, or wants to cancel the projects for any reason, we need to review each case individually.
Once the participant has started his/her project, Green Life Volunteers cannot provide any REFUNDS for unused
weeks.
If the participant has to cancel his/her project due to unpredictable personal circumstances (sickness, loss of a
relative, work or school related importance), Green Life Volunteers is not able to give the participant any refund for
unused weeks.
This is because our partner projects and host families do not give any refund to Green Life Volunteers in these
situations.
However, in the case that Green Life Volunteers has not paid some weeks to a project or host family, Green
Life Volunteers can give the participant a small refund of any unused weeks that have not been paid yet!
This depends on a case to case bases – and needs to be decided by owner of GLV Janina Schan. If it is reasonable
and possible, Green Life Volunteers will make sure a refund is made of unused weeks.
In very exceptional circumstances it may be necessary for Green Life Volunteers to change the participant’s project
location before his/her arrival in Costa Rica. We reserve the right to change the participant’s project to another
location in the same country, if we deem that it is in the participant’s best interests to do so. The move may be from
one project to another in the same town or from one project location to another in the same country. If we move
the participant’s project location, wherever possible, we will keep the project type. This is so not considered a
Cancelation of Program; it is a modification to the project location.
We will consult with the participant beforehand why we have decided to move the participant’s project location and
why we think that this is in the participant’s best interests to switch locations. If a suitable alternative location is
rejected by the participant, Green Life Volunteers will not refund any fees paid.
We reserve the right to cancel the participants’ booking at any time if:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The participant fails to pay his/her project fee
The participant does not provide us with his/her arrival information
The participant does not provide us with his/her insurance number and passport number
The participant fails to complete any application documentation that is required of the participant
The participant fails to demonstrate, in our reasonable opinion, sufficient motivation, reason or interest in
participating in general or for his/her chosen project
The participant has any criminal convictions, which are incompatible with his/her chosen project.
The participant has any medical concerns that he has NOT noted on the application form, and that hinder
him/her from the doing the tasks expected of him at the project
The participant has a history of substance abuse that will affect his/her project
For any appropriate information or circumstance that comes to our attention
For any incorrect information given during the application process
For any information withheld during application that can negatively affect the project

NOTE: In the event of any of the above circumstances and if we cancel the participant’s project there will be no
refund and we will not be held responsible for any additional expenses including flights, visa, accommodation,
transportation and vaccination costs nor will Green Life Volunteers be responsible for any additional costs incurred by
the participant as a result of expulsion.
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Refunds
Any cancellation refunds payable by us will be made to the participant within 90 days from the date of confirmation of
cancellation. All refunds will be subject to charges incurred in returning funds to the participant’s account.
Refunds will be given in accordance with the following:
In case a participant cancels his/her project for any reasonable circumstances, sickness, family matters, other issues, up
until 15 days before the participant’s project start date, he/she will receive a refund of any amount paid, minus a 300
US$ organizational fee. This is because GLV had to organize and prepare the project for the volunteer.
If the participant cancels a project within or less than 15 days BEFORE the project start date, we cannot refund any
amount paid to third party projects. This is because we already paid the third party organization the volunteering fee,
and GLV doesn’t receive a refund back from them.
If the participant cancels a GLV project and not a third party project, the participant will receive a refund of the amount
paid, minus a 300 US$ organizational fee, if the cancellation is made 15 days before the project start date or less.
If the participant decides to cancel his/her GLV project AFTER the project start date, we usually cannot provide a
refund for any unused weeks. Partner projects won’t refund GLV the fees either.
For all cancellations we will send written confirmation of the cancellation and also inform the participants’ emergency
contract of the cancellation and of the termination of our agreement with the participant.

M odifications to the Program by the participant
The participant can ask us to modify the dates of his/her project, or length of stay in Costa Rica without any
additional costs before h i s / h e r arrival date and project start date. We like to be flexible and offer the participant to
adjust his/her participating time according to h i s / h e r schedule and travel plans. But please inform us at least 14 days
before the participant project start dates of any changes, so that we can adjust the participant’s project reservation and
reschedule the participant’s airport pick-up.

Holidays
On occasions there may holidays, festivals and other closures that can affect the participant’s work schedule. If these
holidays are listed on our website or if we informed the participant of the holidays prior to the participant’s signing up,
we will not be held responsible for any loss of days from the participant’s project. If the holidays are more than 7 days
in duration the participant will have the option to take this period as free time away from his/her project and extend
his/her project by this number of days at the end. If the participant chooses to do this, the participant will be required
to move out of his/her accommodation for this time period and return when his/her project is once again available. If
the participant stays on in his/her accommodation then we will presume that the participant’s project as continued and
the participant will not be able to add the days to the end of his/her project (unless the participant pays an extra week at
the end of his/her project time).

Warranties, Liabilities and Assumption of Risk
Green Life Volunteers warrants to the participant that the Service will be provided using reasonable care and skill and,
as far as is reasonably possible, in accordance with the description of the Service.
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Any information provided by Green Life Volunteers, including but not limited to information about visas, vaccinations,
healthcare, climate, baggage, group sizes and special equipment is given in good faith for information and educational
purposes only but without responsibility on the part of Green Life Volunteers.
Except in respect of death or personal injury caused by Green Life Volunteers’ gross negligence, Green Life
Volunteers’ responsibility for any representation (unless fraudulent), or any other act or omission shall not exceed the
amount of Green Life Volunteers charges as set out in Clause 4.1 for the provision of the Service. Any liability by
Green Life Volunteers and/or its employees and/or its agents is limited to the amount that will be paid out in such a
case by the Tour Operators Combined Liability Insurance policy (the “Policies”) which have been concluded in the
name of Green Life Volunteers. If no compensation is received from the Policies, then any and all liability whatsoever,
including without limitation, claims grounded in negligence, is hereby limited to a maximum amount of £2,000.00.
In particular Green Life Volunteers shall have no responsibility for any activities undertaken by the participant outside
the scope of those directly relating to the Program. No warranty is given in respect of any activities outside the scope of
those relating to the Program and it is the participant’s responsibility to ensure that any person or company offering any
activities possesses the requisite care and skill. The term “outside of scope” as used in this clause shall mean any and
all actions or activities undertaken by the participant that were not pre-arranged or procured by Green Life Volunteers,
its employees or agents.
The participant understands that certain risks may arise, including, but not limited to, hazards of travelling in remote
areas; travel by automobile, van, bus, airplane, boat, train or any other means of conveyance; the forces of nature; civil
disturbances; national or international conflicts; terrorism; arbitrary itinerary changes made by foreign governments or
vendors; dive related accidents, boat accidents; interacting with dangerous wildlife; personal injury or illness from the
local environment; accident or illness in remote locations without immediate evacuation or medical facilities; or
negligent acts of third parties. The participant hereby asserts that he/she knows, understands and appreciates these and
other risks inherent in the Program and asserts that his/her participation is completely voluntary and assumes all risk
associated with the Program and will hold Green Life Volunteers and its agents and employees harmless from and
indemnify them for any and all claims, actions, suits, procedures, costs, expenses, damages and liabilities, including
attorney’s fees, which may arise in connection with the Participant’s participation in this Program, any activities
arranged by or for the participant by Green Life Volunteers, its agents or employees, emergency medical care if
considered essential by the most qualified in-situ personnel. The participant further expressly agrees that the foregoing
waiver and assumption of risks is intended to be as broad and inclusive as is permitted by applicable law and that if any
portion thereof is held invalid, it is agreed that the balance shall, notwithstanding, continue
In full legal force and effect. The terms of this agreement shall further extend to the participant’s heirs, personal
representatives, successors and assigns.
The warranty contained in this section is the sole and exclusive warranty as to the Service provided hereunder, and
shall supersede any express or implied warranties, in fact or law, including, without limitation, warranties of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose and Green Life Volunteers will not be liable under any
circumstances with respect to any subject matter of this agreement under any contract, negligence, tort, strict liability
or other legal or equitable theory for any incidental, consequential, special or exemplary damages (including, without
limitation, loss of revenue or loss of profits or lost business), even if Green Life Volunteers has been advised of the
possibility of such damages. Further, notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this agreement, in no event
will Green Life Volunteers cumulative liability to the participant arising out of or relating to this agreement, whether
based in contract, negligence, strict liability, tort or other legal or equitable theory exceed the total charges, as set out in
clause 4.1, actually paid under this agreement.

Passport & Visa
The participant must ensure that he/she has a full passport, valid for at least 6 months after his/her planned return
date. The participant does not need to purchase or apply for a visa – the participant will receive a tourist Visa upon
arrival in Cost Rica free of charge. The only additional costs that will incur is a fee of approximately $US 26 that the
participant will have to pay at the airport when he/she leaves the country.
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Costa Rica is tolerant of participants who are present on tourist visas. However, there is no guarantee that this will
remain the position and the participant therefore agree, understand and acknowledge that there is a risk that the
participant could have problems with local immigration authorities, particularly if the participant is offered and accept
any form of payment for his/her participation services.

Flights an d other Transport
The participant is responsible for arranging and paying for flights to and within his/her chosen country. Apart from the
meet and greet service we provide when the participant first arrive, the participant is responsible for all internal travel
costs during his/her participation time. In all cases, this includes daily transport to and from his/her project and traveling
costs.
Green Life Volunteers cannot meet, reimburse or otherwise be responsible for any flight, travel or other costs or
expenses of any nature, which are incurred or arise as a result of the participants’ project not proceeding or being
cancelled, withdrawn or changed due to circumstances outside our control.

Travel Insurance
Green Life Volunteers does not provide the participant with a travel-insurance, but we strongly recommend
International Volunteer Card (IVC), an international health insurance that covers the participant’s basic trip. It is the
participant’s responsibility to ensure that this basic cover is sufficient for the activities the participant will be involved
in during his/her participation time, including his/her free time when the participant travel around Costa Rica.
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Health
All travelers should visit either h i s / h e r personal physician or a travel health clinic 4-8 weeks before departure for
vaccinations and health information. The participant’s doctor or health-care provider will determine what the
participant will need, depending on factors such as the participant’s health and immunization history, areas of the
country he/she will be visiting, and planned activities. Some vaccines take time before they become active in the system
so do visit the doctor earlier rather than later. It is the participant’s responsibility to ensure he/she is fit and healthy
enough for the project he/she going to.

Accom modation an d Meals
Mainly our accommodation type is host family. This accommodation type involves living with a family. The participant
may have his/her own private room or share with another participant. The participant will have to share all other
facilities with his/her family. These are great accommodation experiences for language and cultural immersion.
The volunteer is provided with either 2-3 cooked meals, or has the opportunity to use the food available in the house
to make their own meals.
Home Stay accommodation is the default accommodation type for our local partnership organizations.
Sometimes there are Project Accommodations that are not host families, but a shared dormitory style accommodation.
Also in those accommodations types food is provided, either in form of 2-3 cooked meals a day, or food is provided in
the volunteer accommodation to cook/ prepare your own food.
On some projects you’ll be provided food to cook your own meals (for example on the Wildlife Sanctuary Project).

Complaints Procedure
Participants may encounter challenges and difficulties during their project. If the participant has a problem or complaint,
initially try to solve the problem; secondly talk to his/her Green Life Volunteers contact person or the Project Manager
of the Third Party Project.
Have all the information needed at hand. Our local partners should be able to resolve the participant’s problem
satisfactorily. However, if the problem is still not resolved, please contact the Green Life Volunteers staff. Be assured
that the problem will be heard and dealt with appropriately in a timely, diplomatic and delicate manner.
PLEASE DO NOT WAIT UNTIL THE END OF THE PROJECT TO FILE A COMPLAINT!!
We will investigate and will produce a statement and written response to all parties stating our position for the
complaint. However, we find that it is better the participant talks to us as soon as possible so we can solve any issues
before they become complaints. We can‘t make changes until we know something is wrong, so please do not hesitate
to talk to his/her Green Life Volunteers ‘contact person!
Please send all complaints to info@glvolunteers.com ! If a complaint is made, we will acknowledge, in writing as soon
as we can. Sometimes, we may call you to discuss the
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complaint in more detail. The full statement and written response can take up to 14 working days, if we need to
contact overseas partners to investigate the complaint.

Physical and Intellectual Property
All equipment and resources provided by Green Life Volunteers both prior to and throughout the duration of the
Program (including teaching manuals) remain the property of Green Life Volunteers and must be returned on
completion of the Program.
The participant shall replace any property that is lost or damaged through his/her careless or otherwise negligent
behavior.
All research, data, reports, photographs and documentation relating to the Program and Green Life Volunteers’ projects
provided by Green Life Volunteers, shall remain the property of Green Life Volunteers without compensation or
further recourse to the participant. Green Life Volunteers retains the rights over the use and dissemination of such
materials for its commercial and promotional purposes, including, but not limited to, the posting of any photographs
containing an image of the participant while on the Program on its website, brochures, or other marketing, promotional
or informational medium.

Marketing Materials
We believe that all statements made on our website and other marketing materials are factual and correct at the time
they are produced. Every reasonable effort has been made to describe the placement and the amenities provided. We
cannot be held responsible for any changes that become known or happen after the information has been put onto
the website. Nor can we accept liability for happenings outside our reasonable control.
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General Agreement to Terms and Conditions
These Terms and Conditions constitute the entire Agreement between the parties and shall apply to all Programs and/or
other courses provided by Green Life Volunteers and undertaken by the participant. The invalidity or unenforceability
of any particular provision of this Agreement shall not affect the other provisions of this Agreement.
Any notice required or permitted to be given by one party to this Agreement to the other shall be in writing addressed
to that other party: in the case of Green Life Volunteers, its registered office or principal place of business, in the
participant’s case to the participant’s address as stated in this Agreement or being given to the participant in person or
by delivery to the participant’s last known place of residence outside the jurisdiction of the Costa Rica.
No waiver by either party of any breach of contract by the other shall be considered as constituting the waiver of any
subsequent breach of contract or any other provision of this Agreement.
Costa Rican Law shall apply to this Agreement and the parties agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Costa
Rican Courts.
WITH THE PAYMENT OF THE PROJECT FEE, THE PARTICIPANT CONFIRMS THAT HE/SHE HAS
READ THE WAIVER OF LIABILITY, ASSUMPTION OF RISK, AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
CONTAINED IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND FULLY UNDERSTANDS ITS TERMS. THE PARTICIPANT
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT HE/SHE IS AGREEING TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS FREELY AND
VOLUNTARILY, AND INTENDS BY COMPLETION OF MY APPLICATION TO AGREE TO A
COMPLETE AND UNCONDITIONAL RELEASE OF ALL LIABILITY TO THE GREATEST EXTENT
ALLOWED BY LAW.
Last Changed by Green Life Volunteers
February, 2016
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